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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GOAL AND STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT 

 

In 2020, Bel’Orta started to take a structured approach to the organisation's CO2 emissions. This plan 

is part of this approach and aims to methodologically outline the possibilities and goals of the 

organisation. 

The Carbon Reduction Management Plan is drawn up to clearly show which reduction measures can 

be taken to reduce an organisation's CO2 footprint. A reduction plan is not a rigid document, but rather 

an organic one. It serves to identify and plan reduction measures but does not constitute a direct 

obligation. This enables organisations to make decisions that are in line with their organisational, but 

also sustainable, growth. For this reason, a carbon reduction management plan is updated on a regular 

basis, mapping out the effective reduction and adjusting the plan accordingly. The ambition level of the 

organisation thus plays an important role.  

The aspects that are covered in this Carbon Reduction Management Plan are  discussed in the following 

4 chapters:  

1. Chapter 2: Executive summary  

2. Chapter 3: Summary carbon footprint 2020 

3. Chapter 4: Identification of possible reduction measures 

4. Chapter 5: Reduction Plan 

Reduction measures are always calculated in accordance with the Greenhouse Gas Protocol. If 

available, sector-specific guidelines or other documents are followed to comply with best practice for 

reducing an organisation's carbon footprint.  
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Opportunity matrix CO2 reduction scope 1 + 2 Bel’Orta 
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3. SUMMARY COMPANY CARBON FOOTPRINT YEAR 2020 
The carbon footprint of an organisation is divided into 3 different categories according to the GHG 

protocol: 

• Scope 1: direct emissions as a result of business operations. 

• Scope 2: indirect emissions due to the consumption of purchased electricity from the grid.  

• Scope 3: indirect emissions resulting from the upstream and downstream of an organisation's value 

chain. 

 

Figure 1: Different scopes according to the GHG-protocol 

The same structure will be followed to subdivide identified reduction measures.  

Bel’Orta's carbon footprint was calculated in detail and discussed in the report "Encon-CO2-2021-00121 

- Bel’Orta - Company Carbon Footprint". In this report, the complete scope 1 and 2 emissions of Bel’Orta 

were calculated, as well as 66% of the scope 3 emissions. A separation was made between the different 

sites of Bel’Orta. 

Bel’Orta's activities, which cause emissions, can be summarized as follows: 

• Electricity consumption for: office work, lighting, industrial cooling  and other technical 
installations; 

• Fuel consumption for: heating of buildings, the vehicle fleet including company cars, delivery 
trucks and large trucks; 

• Production and transport of purchased materials and services such as packaging materials and 
all kind of fruits and vegetables; 

• Capital investments that cause emissions such as the reparation of different buildings; 

• Waste disposal and treatment; 

• Commuting; 

• Business travel which was the bare minimum in 2020; 

• Downstream leased assets: the electricity and natural gas consumption of Bel’Orta’s rented 
properties; 

• Energy-related upstream emissions. 
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All of the sites of Bel’Orta are included in the scope, these are: 

• Mechelsesteenweg 120, 2860 Sint-Katelijne-Waver 

• Z.4 Broekooi 100, 1730 Asse 

• Leuvensesteenweg 22, 1910 Kampenhout 

• SKW Kempenaerestraat (verpakkingsloods) 

• Tivoli 

• Fernelmont 

• Kernielerweg 59, 3840 Borgloon 

• Kernielerveld, Verpakkingsloods Borgloon 

• Rue de Maestricht 100, 4600 Visé 

• Meiveld 

3.1 CARBON FOOTPRINT 2020  

The table below shows the consolidated carbon footprint of BelOrta for the year 2020. Scope 2 has the 
most significant impact on the carbon footprint. Scope 2 accounts for the purchase of electricity for all 
sites of BelOrta. Both scopes will be discussed in more detail further on in the report. 
 

 Tonne CO2e % GWP Scope 1+2 

Scope 1 856,20 13,01 

Scope 2 5.723,22 86,99 

Total 6.579,42 100,00 
Table 1: CO2e footprint BelOrta 2020 

The overall view, including all subcategories, is shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 2: CO2e footprint BelOrta 2020 including subcategories 
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Mobile emissions include the use of fossil fuels for company cars and other vehicles such as delivery 

trucks and larger trucks in operational control of BelOrta. This consumption constitutes a Scope 1 

emission source. The main Scope 1 emissions however come from the business facilities of BelOrta. 

This includes the use of natural gas and fossil fuel for heating the different sites of BelOrta. 

The Scope 2 emissions only include the indirect emissions originating from the electricity consumption 

of BelOrta. Due to the significant amount of cooling taking place at the sites of BelOrta, this scope 

accounts for 86,99% of the total emissions. Both Scope 1 and 2 fall within the organisational, operational 

scope of BelOrta.  

Scope 3 emissions are usually more complex to assess correctly than Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions. 

They include all emissions in the up- and downstream of an organisation's value chain. After the visit at 

Sint-Katelijne-Waver, Borgloon and Zellik, an assessment was made as to which elements of BelOrta's 

up- and downstream could have a significant impact on the Scope 3 emissions. Out of fifteen different 

Scope 3 emission categories, eight were found to be relevant. These are discussed in more detail in 

this chapter. More than 67% of the total Scope 3 impact is estimated to be covered by the calculation. 

The table below provides an overview of the different subcategories for the Scope 3 emission category. 

 Tonne CO2e 
% GWP Scope 

3 

Category 01:  
Purchased materials & services 

582.988,29 98,06 

Category 02: Capital goods 1.162,80 0,20 

Category 03: Energy- and fuel-
related emissions 

1.282,63 0,22 

Category 04:  
Upstream transport and distribution 

6.215,45 1,05 

Category 05: Waste treatment and 
transport 

403,80 0,07 

Category 06: Business travel 1,68 <0,01 

Category 07: 
Commuting by staff 

401,67 0,07 

Category 13: Downstream leased 
assets 

2.043,57 0,34 

Total 594.499,89 100,00 
Table 2: Breakdown of Scope 3 emissions across categories % 
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4. IDENTIFICATION OF REDUCTION MEASURES 
This chapter includes the identification of possible measures to reduce scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. The 

measures are classified by scope, discussed in detail and, if possible, quantified regarding their impact, 

investment cost and payback period. Certain measures are described rather qualitatively, because 

specific partial studies are necessary to be able to make a correct estimate of their specific impact and 

corresponding investment cost.  

In the future it could be possible to couple the reduction measures to a CO2 tax. This CO2 tax presents 

a fee that has to be paid per emitted tonne CO2e. Currently there are more and more companies that 

include an internal carbon pricing (ICP) in the calculation of their payback periods. This means they use 

a theoretical CO2 in the financial evaluation of new investments. Logically the payback periods of the 

CO2-reduction measures will decrease which makes the measures more interesting due to this tax. 

However, currently there is little clarity on when such taxes will be implemented on a national level. 

Looking at other European countries, a CO2 tax between 40 euro/tonne CO2e and 800 euro/tonne 

CO2e will be expected but this value is theoretical and may differ from any future tax, so it only serves 

to demonstrate the effect that any CO2 tax may have on whether or not CO2 reduction measures are 

implemented. To give an example, Sweden started with a CO2 tax of 33 euro/tonne CO2e and 

increased this to a CO2 tax of 120 euro/tonne CO2e making emission reduction measures very 

interesting.  

4.1 SCOPE 1: REDUCTION MEASURES 

In the next paragraphs, different scope 1 reduction measures are discussed.  

4.1.1 LOCATION SPECIFIC REDUCTION MEASURES 

4.1.1.1 SINT KATELIJNE WAVER 

4.1.1.1.1 REPLACEMENT OF DAYLIGHT DOMES 

Current polycarbonate daylight domes are not optimally insulated. This causes unnecessary heat loss, 

both in winter and in summer. Replacing these polycarbonate daylight domes with glass daylight domes 

can drastically reduce this heat loss. 

REPLACEMENT OF DAYLIGHT DOMES 

Decrease in heat loss in winter 33.010 kWh 

Fuel saving 40.617 kWh 

Saving CO2 during winter 8,20 Ton CO2e 

Decrease in heat loss in summer 8.999 kWh 

Electricity saving 3.599 kWh 

CO2 saving in summer 0,58 Ton CO2e 

Saving CO2 total 8,78 Ton CO2e 

Saving € total           5.378,00 €  

Table 1: REPLACEMENT OF DAYLIGHT DOMES 
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4.1.1.1.2 INSULATION OF REFRIGERANT PIPES AND ACCESSORIES 

In several places the insulation of the cooling pipes and/or accessories is missing or in (very) poor 

condition. As a result, cold energy is lost to the environment. 

 

Insulation of refrigerant pipes and accessories 

Loss per m without insulation 80 W/m 

Loss per m with insulation 5 W/m 

Hours of use 3.240 h/jaar 

Decrease in cold loss 4.374 kWh 

Electricity saving 1.750 kWh 

CO2 savings 0,28 Ton CO2e 

Saving €          244,94 €  
Table 2: Insulation of refrigerant pipes and accessories 

4.1.1.2 ZELLIK 

4.1.1.2.1 INSULATION OF REFRIGERANT PIPES AND ACCESSORIES 

In several places the insulation of the cooling pipes and/or accessories is missing or in (very) poor 

condition. As a result, cold energy is lost to the environment. 

 

Insulation of refrigerant pipes and accessories 
Loss per m without insulation 80 W/m 

Loss per m with insulation 5 W/m 

Hours of use 3.240 h/jaar 

Decrease in cold loss 4.374 kWh 

Electricity saving 1.750 kWh 

CO2 savings 0,28 Ton CO2e 

Saving €          244,94 €  
Table 3: Insulation of refrigerant pipes and accessories 
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General reduction measures 

4.1.2 REPLACEMENT OF THE NATURAL GAS INSTALLATION 

As described before, stationary combustion involves the combustion of fossil fuels in a stationary 

installation which directly emits greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. In the case of the headquarters 

of Bel’Orta (Sint-Katelijne Waver) and the other buildings of Bel’Orta, the only stationary emissions that 

were detected were the emissions due to the use of fossil fuels for building heating. That is why 

reduction measures are proposed that focus on alternative and sustainable methods for building 

heating.  

4.1.2.1 TRIAS ENERGETICA- HEATING 

Natural gas consumption accounts for a large share of the CO2 footprint of many companies. Burning 
1.000 kWh of natural gas causes an emission of 202 kg CO2e. The natural gas consumption of an 
average family is 2.326 kWh (cooking + hot water). If natural gas is also used for heating in addition to 
cooking and water, the consumption rises to an average of 23.260 kWh. 
In 2020, Bel’Orta consumed 2.673.729 kWh of natural gas for building heating. This corresponds to an 
annual consumption of approximately 100 households. In addition 2 locations still use light oil fuel 
(mazout) with a total of 14.054 liter. 
In order to reduce the fossil fuel consumption and the corresponding CO2 footprint, there are 3 possible 
paths; 
1. Reducing or minimising the demand for heat. 
In other words: is it really necessary to keep a certain installation running?  
2. Increasing the efficiency of the installation  
In other words: If it is necessary to run an installation, make sure it runs as efficiently as possible;  
3. Replacing heat generation with renewable sources. 
In other words: generating heat with fuel produced from a renewable source reduces CO2 emissions.  
This is called 'trias energetica' and is shown in the figure below.  
 

 
Figure 2: The principle of 'trias energetica' 

TRIAS ENERGETICA 1: MINIMISING HEAT DEMAND 

In general, several efforts can be made in the short term to reduce the heat demand: 

1. ZERO LOAD CONSUMPTION  

Detect standby consumption and switch off installations when they are not needed. This can be done, 

for example, by performing a zero-load measurement at the weekend, where the standby consumption 

is fully mapped out. Standby consumers are consumers that consume a lot of energy outside of 

operating hours, without this being necessary. The specific no-load consumption can then be reduced. 

2. INSULATION 

Limit heat losses through building insulation. Insulating the building envelope during renovation works 

can have a significant impact on natural gas consumption and consequently on the CO2 footprint.  

See specific reduction measure for SKW. 
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TRIAS ENERGTETICA 2: INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE CURRENT INSTALLATION 

For the remaining heat demand, the resources must be used as efficiently as possible. This can be 

done by  

• Optimizing the controls of the installation in relation to the heat demand (e.g. partial load regimes 

or allowing the installation to modulate in relation to production volumes and/or outside 

temperatures) - this is already partly done by using thermostat control 

• Working with different temperature regimes (e.g. using different distribution circuits at different 

temperatures each)  

• Working with a heat buffer (hot water tank, stratification tank or other medium) to be able to use 

heat even with variable off-take profiles; 

TRIAS ENERGTETICA 3:  CHANGING THE HEAT SOURCE TO SUSTAINABLE GENERATION 
TECHNIQUES 

Changing from fossil fuel heating systems to heat pumps can reduce CO2 emissions due to the fact 

that electricity can be generated in a durable and renewable way. The chapter below indicates the 

working and efficiency of a heat pump, but no further calculations or details are given since the main 

focus will be on electricity consumption, efficiency and generation, to reduce scope 2 emissions.  

1. GENERAL OPERATIONS OF HEAT PUMPS 

The operating principle of a heat pump is analogous to that of a refrigerator: 

• The refrigerant passes from the liquid to the vapour phase in the evaporator. In order to evaporate, 

the refrigerant needs to extract heat from the evaporator and therefore from the environment; 

• By increasing the pressure, the compressor raises the energy level of the vapour, which further 

increases the temperature of the medium; 

• In the condenser, the refrigerant is transformed from a vapour into a mixture of vapour and liquid. 

In order to condense, the refrigerant needs to release its heat by emitting it to the condenser and 

therefore to the environment; 

• The pressure is reduced again in the expansion valve, allowing the cycle to start a new. 

 

Figure 3: Operating principle of a heat pump 
 

In the cycle above (for heating in this case) energy is extracted from a source on the left, while energy 

is delivered to the emission unit on the right. The cycle can also be reversed, in which case heat can 

be extracted at the right source and cold is released to the emission unit. 

The energy sources can be the (outside) air or water (e.g. groundwater). When heating with air-to-water 

heat pumps, the heat pump's evaporator is located in the outside air and the refrigerant extracts its heat 

from the air. In the condenser, the refrigerant releases its heat to the circulating heating water. This is 

then directed to the emission unit. 

This is how heat is released into the home. When cooling, the condenser becomes the evaporator and 

vice versa. The ‘water/water’ combination refers to the fact that heat is extracted from (ground) water 

and released to the heating water. 
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The advantage of a heat pump lies in the fact that a larger amount of energy can be transferred using 

a given amount of primary energy. This ratio is expressed in the COP (Coefficient Of Performance). If 

a heat pump's COP is 3, for example, it means that only one unit of primary energy is required to release 

three units of heat. This primary energy is almost entirely used to operate the compressor. The rest of 

the heat units are extracted from the source. As the source is air or water, we speak of renewable 

energy. 

The higher the COP, the higher the heat pump's efficiency. The heat pump's compressor is usually 

electrically driven. 

4.1.3 INVENTARISATION OF REFRIGERANTS USED IN BEL’ORTA 

This chapter describes the direct and indirect CO2 impact of operating a refrigeration system. Think of 

industrial cooling and freezing installations, but also of air-conditioning installed in office spaces. 

Bel’Orta manages several industrial cooling installations and HVAC for offices. In the base year of 2020, 

no refrigerants have leaked in the sites of Bel’Orta which means no fugitive emissions were present in 

the scope 1 emissions of Bel’Orta.  

In addition, Bel’Orta already implemented cooling with natural refrigerants such as NH3 in different 

locations. The GWP of this refrigerant is 0, meaning that it has no impact on global warming and thus 

the carbon footprint. Note that 1 location is potentially still using freon, it is important to prevent or fix 

any refrigerant leaks in order to reduce the potential impact on the carbon footprint.  

Location Type of refrigerant GWP 
Amount in 

installation (kg) 
Amount of leakage 

(kg) 

SKW 

NH3 0 ? 0 

Freon (type?) ? ? 0 

Zellik NH3 0 ? 0 

Borgloon NH3 0 ? 0 

Table 3: Refrigerant inventory for Bel’Orta 

For the smaller cooling systems in SKW equipped with freon (such as air-conditioning systems in 

offices) it is strongly advised to closely monitor any potential leaks. A relative small leak of 10 kg of an 

older type of Freon (R410A), results in a CO2e emission of +- 20 tonnes of CO2e.   
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4.1.4 TRANSITION TO ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

4.1.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Electric mobility offers a short-term solution for reducing the environmental impact of motorised 

passenger transport. At present, cars are responsible for 15 % of total European CO2 emissions. Both 

in terms of CO2 emissions and air quality, the electric motor offers significant advantages over the 

combustion engine. The share of electric cars on the Belgian road network was around 2% in 2021. In 

the most conservative scenario, this share is predicted to grow to 20% by 2030. Taking into account 

the falling cost of purchasing an electric car, tax benefits and expected regulatory requirements, it is 

assumed that electric cars will dominate the market in the near future. Therefore, it is important to 

prepare companies to charge electric vehicles in a cost-effective, sustainable and smart way. 

By controlling the energy demand of a company and the consumption profile of the charging stations, 

the share of self-consumption of a renewable energy installation can be optimised to obtain the highest 

possible share of direct green energy and relieve the local grid. An additional advantage of charging 

infrastructure for electric cars is that the batteries of these electric vehicles can be used for the same 

purposes as stationary batteries, such as peak shaving and load shifting. There is also potential as a 

strategic reserve to stabilise the electric grid (FCR/R1 - Frequency Containment Reserve or a FRR/R2 

- Automatic Frequency Restoration Process). The battery of an electric vehicle can be used as a storage 

system to compensate for temporary variations in production versus consumption. This principle is 

known as vehicle-to-grid (V1G/V2G). 

Installing charging stations may seem like a simple process, but nothing could be further from the truth. 

A first important step is a correct design of the installation based on a thorough analysis of the current 

operating situation, followed by optimisation through smart control. 
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4.1.4.2 TAXATION IN BELGIUM 
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The goal of the Belgian company car tax policy is to make Belgian company cars completely emission-

free by 2030. From 2026 onwards, all tax advantages for cars that emit CO2: petrols, diesels and 

hybrids. Only fully electric cars will retain the tax benefit. A company that wants to replace its company 

cars from 2026 onwards will find the most advantageous option fiscally by choosing the electric variant. 

The cost of such cars in 2026 will be the same as it is now, but diesels and hybrids will increase 

considerably by then. 

In 2023, there will be a first tightening of the benefits: the cost of petrol or diesel for a plug-in hybrid will 

then only be deductible for 50 percent, as opposed to 100 percent today. This will lead to drivers of 

such cars systematically charging their batteries and driving electric as much as possible. 

4.1.4.3 DEFINITIONS 

Electric vehicles include electrically-chargeable vehicles (ECVs) and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs). 

ECVs include battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs), both of which 

require charging infrastructure. 

• Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are powered exclusively by an electric motor. They use electricity 

stored in an internal battery that is recharged by connecting the vehicle to the grid. 

• Plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) have a combustion engine running on petrol or diesel and an 

electric motor running on batteries. These vehicles vary in their electric power and electric driving 

range, but will switch to petrol only if the battery of the electric motor is depleted. Some models 

switch to hybrid mode when they reach cruising speed on the motorway, typically at speeds above 

100 km/h. These vehicles must be connected to the mains to charge the electric motor's battery. 

The category of electric passenger cars also includes hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) which are powered 

by a petrol or diesel engine, but which also have a battery-powered electric motor to reduce fuel 

consumption, so that less petrol is needed to run the vehicle. The battery of these HEVs is charged 

exclusively by using the vehicle: connection to the mains is not necessary or possible. The tables below 

show some ECVs and PHEVs and their battery capacities. 

Model 
Battery 

(kWh) 

Range 

(km)1 

Average 

consumption 

[kWh/km] 

Power battery charger (kW) 

Normal  

(1-phase) 
Fast 

Nissan LEAF e+ 62 380 0,16 6,6 100 

Tesla Model S (Plaid) 90 535 0,17 16,5 200 

Tesla Model 3 Performance 75 570 0.13 11 120 

Volkswagen ID.3 58 425 0,14 11 100 

Volkswagen ID.4 82 496 0.17 11 125 

Huyndai KONA Electric 64 400 0,16 7,2 150 

Huyndai IONIQ 5 72,5 480 0,15 (ntb) 220 

BMW iX3 80 460 0,17 11 150 

Renault ZOE 52 385 0,14 7,4 46 

Table 4: BEV’s (specifications model anno Q1 2021) 

 
1 The range of the models can vary depending on various factors, especially in the case of minivans, as standard this range is 
determined according to the WLTP test cycle. 
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4.1.4.4 PRICE OF AN EV 

Today, the cost price of electric vehicles is higher than that of vehicles that run on fossil fuels. This high 

price mainly comes from the price of the battery necessary for the operation of the electric vehicle. For 

example, the price of the battery and all related electronics is 50% of the total price of the electric 

vehicle. This is significantly higher than the price of an internal combustion engine, which accounts for 

only 20% of the price of a fossil fuel vehicle. 

A second explanation for the high price of EVs can simply be given by "supply and demand". The supply 

of electric vehicles is currently limited, which causes the higher price of this type of vehicle. Yet more 

and more car manufacturers are choosing to switch to the production of 100% electric vehicles. This 

will result in a significantly larger supply of electric cars in the future, which will also lead to a drop in 

prices. 

Also, companies, organisations and other institutions are obliged by their governments to switch to 

electric driving. This higher demand will result in a greater supply of electric cars and drive the price of 

an EV down to that of a conventional fossil-fuel vehicle. 

The figure below provides a forecast of the number of electric cars sold over time. 

 

Figure 4: The rise of electric car sales 

The figure above shows that the number of electric cars sold will increase significantly over time. 

4.1.4.5 CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE 

At the end of last year, there were just over 10,000 publicly available charging points for electric cars. 

It has been calculated that our country will need over 40,000 publicly available charging stations by 

2025. As more and more e-cars come onto the second-hand market, the need will then rise to 120,000 

charging points in 2030. The Flemish Minister of Energy has promised some 30,000 additional public 

charging poles in Flanders by 2025, with tenders currently underway. 

Companies that install public charging stations before the end of next year can deduct the costs twice. 

After that, the advantage drops from 200 percent to 150 percent. Private individuals will receive a tax 

deduction of up to 1,500 euros on the installation of a smart home charging station until the end of next 

year. 
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4.1.4.6 CHARGING SYSTEMS 

There are different types of charging systems for ECVs. The first important factor is the capacity of the 

charger to charge the ECV's battery. This capacity determines the speed at which the battery is 

charged: the higher the capacity, the faster the battery is charged. The higher the capacity of the 

charging system, the heavier the associated electrical installation and the higher the investment costs. 

The different charging systems installed in Belgium can be divided into 3 modes: 

 

Figure 5: Charging systems Belgium 

4.1.4.7 THE PRICE OF CHARGING 

The cost of electricity for battery charging is determined by the location and method of charging. The 

electricity price of companies is lower than the electricity price of individuals due to the higher 

consumption and lower distribution and transport costs, so charging at work will in many cases be the 

cheapest. The use of electricity generated by solar panels or charging at night rates can make charging 

at home cheaper. The average price of public charging is higher than charging at home or at work, 

making the average cost per 100 km comparable to a diesel or petrol car. Due to the high cost of fast 

charging, this is the most expensive way of charging. The figure below gives an overview of the average 

cost for 100 km (based on fuel prices in 2021 and an average consumption of 5 l/100 km). 

 

Figure 6: Average price per 100 km and per type of vehicle 
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4.1.4.8 POSSIBLE CO2 REDUCTION 

To determine the possible CO2e reduction, the following parameters were used; 

• Average consumption diesel car: 0.055 l/km, petrol car: 0.065 l/km 

• Average consumption electric car: 0.2 kWh/km 

• Possibility to charge for 8 hours per charging station per working day, for 5 days per week at 46 
weeks per year.   

In 2020, Bel’Orta had a diesel and gasoline consumption of 82.518 litres for the company cars, which 

can be converted to 1.466.900 kilometres driven per year. When these driven kilometres with a diesel 

car are converted into driven kilometres with an electric car based on the above consumption of 0,2 

kWh/km, a total of 293.380,14 kWh is needed on an annual basis.  

If it is then assumed that each charging station is charged daily for 8 hours at a charging speed of 11 

kW/h, the required number of charging stations can be calculated. For Bel’Orta this means that 15 

charging stations need to be installed in case of a complete switch to electric driving. This would mean 

that all the fossil fuel cars would have to be replaced by electric cars, which in practice is not feasible 

to do within one year.  

An important side note to this calculation is that when 15 charging stations are installed, only 15 cars 

can be charged at the same time. This means that it will not be possible for every car to charge everyday 

otherwise the cars need to be moved at least several times a day. When Bel’Orta chooses to purchase 

EV’s with a high battery capacity or when the employees of Bel’Orta are able to charge their car at 

home as well, the 15 charging stations might be sufficient for the electric fleet. 

The switch to electric driving will reduce the scope 1 emissions however scope 2 emissions can 

increase. The next paragraph shows the CO2 reductions that will be achieved in practice. 

However, in order to make a correct calculation of the necessary number of 11kW chargers, various 

additional parameters need to be taken into account: 

• Type and number of cars 

• Working hours of the organisation = available charging hours on the company site 

• Number of kilometres driven per car (per employee), Distance between home and work per 
employee 

• ... 
For this reason, it is recommended to carry out an SCS concept study.  

As already mentioned, Bel’Orta had a fossil fuel consumption of 82.518 litres in 2020. Based on this 

fuel consumption and the already discussed parameters, the following CO2 reduction can be calculated. 

CO2 reduction electrification company fleet Value  Unit 

Kilometers 1.466.900,70 km 

Reduction if 100% electric – grey 129,63 Ton CO2e 

Scope 1 15,14 % 

Scope 1 + 2 1,97 % 

Reduction if 100% electric - green 195,35 Ton CO2e 

Scope 1 22,82 % 

Scope 1 + 2 2,97 % 

Table 4: CO2 reduction as a result of electrification 
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The table above shows the CO2 reduction if Bel’Orta manages to fully electrify their current vehicle 

fleet. This means that this table doesn’t take into account the growth potential of Bel’Orta on were their 

vehicle fleet can increase throughout the years. In order to make a more realistic calculation on 

Bel’Orta’s scope 1 and 2 reductions, the following assumptions are made: 

• Bel’Orta’s mobile fleet will grow by 5% every year starting with 2021; 

• Bel’Orta will electrify their mobile fleet at a rate of 20% per year starting in 2022; 

The graph below shows the emissions due to the use of electric vehicles, vehicles based on fossil fuels 

and the total scope 1 and 2 emissions for both grey as green electricity. 

 

Figure 7: Bel’Orta's vehicle fleet emissions when applying electrification 

As shown above, the emissions due to the use of electric vehicles will increase throughout the years 

starting in 2022. The emissions due to the use of company cars based on fossil fuels will increase from 

2020 to 2021. This is the result of the yearly growth of 5% of company cars without any electrification 

in 2021. After 2021, the emissions as a result of the fossil fuel based cars will decrease due to the 

electrification. 

When looking at the scope 1 and scope 2 emissions, a significant difference can be seen between the 

use of green electricity and grey electricity. However, when grey electricity is used the scope 1 

emissions will decrease but the scope 2 emissions will increase significantly until 2026.  

4.1.5 OTHER COMPANY VEHICLES 

Other company vehicles such as sweepers, delivery trucks and trucks are also used by Bel’Orta and 

represent 30,09% of the mobile emissions. They are fueled with diesel and not all of them are easily 

replaced by electric models. 

While the sweeper and delivery truck can be replaced by electric models, electric trucks are currently 

very expensive and have a short range per battery load. To reduce the emissions of the bigger trucks, 

biodiesel or HVO100 can be used to reduce its emissions. 
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4.1.5.1 BIODIESEL 

Biodiesel is an umbrella term for all forms of synthetic diesels produced from vegetable oils or animal 

fat. Unlike fossil diesel, it does not occur naturally. For this reason it is referred to as synthetic diesel, 

which is also called diesel XTL. There are several ways to produce biodiesel. The two most common 

forms of biodiesel are Fame and HVO.  

Fame (Fatty Acid Methyl Esters) is also abbreviated with the diesel type "B". A diesel B100 would 

indicate a 100% pure blend of Fame. The typical Belgian diesel B7 indicates a blend of 7% Fame and 

93% fossil diesel. Fame is produced by the estrification of biomass, producing a product that is almost 

chemically similar to fossil diesel. The major difference, however, is the amount of oxygen that 

comprises the Fame. Given the higher oxygen content, Fame is less stable than conventional fossil 

diesel. The biodiesel is sensitive to light, aging through oxidation and susceptible to the effects water 

contamination. If free water is present in the biodiesel, this water will separate from the biodiesel after 

a period of time. A specific bacterium, called the MIK bacterium, will then develop in the water layer and 

feed off the biodiesel. The presence of this bacteria causes corrosion and will eventually perforate the 

steel wall of the storage tank, resulting in leaks. The solution to this is frequent water testing and coating 

of the steel storage tank to make it resistant to the effects of the MIK bacteria.  

Fame cannot be sold to private individuals in Belgium and is only used to add a portion of biodiesel to 

fossil diesel, as is done in Belgium in the B7 diesel.  

HVO (hydrotreated vegetable oil) is a renewable biodiesel produced by processing vegetable oils (by 

hydrocracking or hydrogenation). Analogous to Fame, an HVO100 composition will indicate a pure 

solution of biodiesel, without the presence of fossil diesel. HVO100 is chemically nearly identical to 

fossil diesel and, compared to Fame, does not suffer from instability and the MIK bacteria.  

HVO100, due to its saturated hydrocarbons, is a stable product that can be stored for a long time in 

conventional fossil diesel storage tanks without any modification. As with fossil diesel, the required free 

water tests do need to be done.   

When purchasing HVO100 one should pay attention to whether the fuel complies with the EN15940 

standard. This is a European Standard that all synthetic diesels must meet that may be supplied and 

used within the European Union. This standard was published in 2016 with a view to pure and 

alternative synthetic fuels, such as HVO. These standards define about 20 parameters with minimum 

and maximum values, such as the minimum lubrication, flash point, frost protection, maximum water 

content, etc. 

The major advantage of using HVO100 is an overall CO2 reduction of up to 90%, without modifying the 

vehicles and equipment (emergency generators, etc.) running on conventional diesel. The condition for 

this is that the engine is EN15940 standardized. There are currently quite a few truck and passenger 

car manufacturers that have already given their approval for the use of EN15940 standardized HVO100 

biodiesel. These include: 

- Cars: Peugeot, Renault, Citroen, Volvo, Nissan, Mercedes-Benz, ... 

- Trucks: DAF, Scania, Mercedes-Benz, Volvo, Renault, MAN, ... 
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The table below shows in detail which cars and trucks already approve the HVO100 fuel (information 

taken from Neste and Maes-oil, 09/11/2014): 

HVO100 approved for: 

Cars 

Volvo XC90 from 2015, S90, V90, V90 Cross Country from 2016, XC60 

from 2017, V60, V60 Cross Country from 2018 and XC40 from 2018. 

Older cars with the same model designation are not included. 

Nissan All diesel cars from 2006 onwards 

Mercedes One of the E-Class taxi models 

Citroën & Peugot All diesel engines with EURO 5 and EURO 6 

Renault Clio / Clio Sport Tourer, Mégane / Mégane Sport Tourer, Grand 

Scénic, Talisman, Espace, Koleos, Kadjar. Specific models and 

production dates apply to this list.  

Trucks 

DAF Diesel engines in LF, CF and XF series 

Scania All trucks 

Mercedes-Benz Euro 6 compliant engines from the inline six-cylinder series of the 

Mercedes-Benz OM 470, OM 471, OM473 and OM 936 and on the 

four-cylinder in-line versions of the OM 934, which meet Euro 6 

standards 

Volvo All EURO 5 and EURO 6 diesel engines 

Man All EURO 6 diesel engine 

Renault All trucks 

Air Compressors 

Atlas Copco All Stage V-engines (except Kubota) with electronic fuel injection, 

above 19 kW [1] 

Electricity generators 

CAT All Cat generators, however it is advised to contact your local cat 

dealer for recommendations and guidance [2] 

Perkins All generators under condition that the fuel meets the EN590 

requirements (telefonische bevestiging via Belgische verdeler van 

Perkins - Hunter & Van Twist) 

ASJ EasyCabin Biosmart types 

 

Table 5: Summary of approved use of HVO100 [3], [4] 
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As already mentioned, the use of HVO100 can reduce total CO2 emissions by 90%. This is because 

renewable biodiesel such as HVO100 comes from biogenic waste streams such as vegetable frying oil 

waste. Plant materials take up CO2 from the atmosphere during their lifetime as they grow through 

photosynthesis and store it in their plant structure. When the vegetable waste is transformed into HVO 

and this HVO is burned in an engine, CO2 will be emitted. However, this CO2 is not of fossil origin but 

of biogenic origin. Because the CO2 was absorbed by the plants in the past and is now emitted again, 

this can be seen as (nearly) CO2 neutral combustion. The condition for this CO2 neutral combustion is 

that the origin of the biodiesel is renewable and biogenic.  

This means that only waste streams may be used to make biodiesel. Making biodiesel from food 

products such as corn or oils that are still suitable for food is not considered renewable.  

4.1.5.1.1 EMISSION FACTORS 

However, it is very important to make a distinction between the CO2 emissions released during the 

production of the HVO100 fuel, and the CO2 emissions released during the combustion of the HVO100 

fuel.    

To distinguish between these 2 emissions of CO2, two terms are used: 

1. WTW - Well to wheel emissions = emissions when producing, transporting to and burning 

the fuel in a vehicle. 

2. WTT - Well to Tank emissions = emissions that arise from producing and transporting the 

fuel to the end user 

3. TTW - Tank to wheel emissions = emissions that occur when the fuel is burned in a 

vehicle. 

Consequently, WTW emissions include the upstream production and transportation emissions of the 

fuel, while TTW emissions include only the emissions from burning the fuel.  

The 90% total CO2 reduction is manifested in the following reductions: 

1. 98.9% reduction in scope 1 CO2e emissions due to combustion 

2. 50% reduction of the CO2 emissions from the production of the fuel.  

The above description is made clear by the emission values in the table below: 

 Upstream 

(kg CO2e/L) 

TTW  

(kg CO2e/L) 

WTW  

(kg CO2e/L) 

Diesel (fossil) 0,816 2,657 3,473 

Diesel B7 blend 0,788 2,474 3,262 

Fame B7 0,276 0,038 0,314 

HVO100 0,414 0,035 0,449 

 Reductie % 
t.o.v. Diesel 

(fossiel) 

Reductie % 
t.o.v. Diesel 

(fossiel) 

Reductie % 
t.o.v. Diesel 

(fossiel) 

Diesel (fossiel) 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Diesel B7 blend 3,43 6,89 6,08 

Fame B7 49,26 98,68 87,07 

HVO100 66,18 98,57 90,96 

Table 6: CO2e emission reduction resulting from the use of diesel, blend, fame and HVO100 
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The above emission values are taken from Stream Goederenvervoer 2020 by CE Delft [6] and 

correspond to the values communicated by Neste via Maes-oil. To ensure this CO2 reduction, 

certificates such as the ISCC (International Sustainability Carbon Certification) are performed by DNV 

(applicable to HVO100 from TotalEnergies). [7] 

1.1.1.1.4 Claiming reduction through use of HVO100 

The use of HVO100 as an alternative to fossil or B7 diesel can cause a maximum reduction of 90.96%. 

However, it is important to note that when burning conventional diesel and HVO (biodiesel), an amount 

of N2O and CH4 are produced, both of which are greenhouse gases and thus must be converted to 

CO2 equivalents.  

Although fossil CO2 emissions from HVO combustion are considered to be 0, the emissions of 

biogenic CO2, N2O and possibly CH4 are split according to the GHG as follows: 

 
Description 

Value for HVO  

(kg CO2e/L) 

Scope 1 

CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion + 

N2O and CH4 emissions from both fossil and 

biogenic sources 

0,038 

Scope 1 –  

biogenic CO2e 

biogenic CO2 CO2 emissions from 

combustion of biofuels such as HVO, Fame, 

... 

2,619*  

Scope 3 – 

categorie 3 

3 Upstream emissions from the production of 

biofuels 
0,276 

Table 7: CO2 emissions from the use of HVO100 

* approximate, depending on the origin of the biofuel and therefore the supplier.  

Consequently, it is important to know that: 

• Scope 1 emissions are not reduced by 100% but by 98,57%; this is due to the presence of 

N2O and CH4 during the combustion of biodiesel, resulting in a scope 1 emission of 0,038 kg 

CO2e/L.  

• The CO2 emitted by the combustion of biofuels ends up in a separate scope: Scope 1 - 

biogenic CO2. This is separate from the normal scope 1 and 2 emissions and therefore does 

not count in the CO2 footprint of an organization. As a result, when biofuels are used, the 

scope 1 will decrease and a reduction can be claimed. 

• Scope 3 category 3 emissions must also be included when using biodiesel.  

• The exact reduction value differs per supply of HVO100 and has to be calculated after the 

HVO is supplied, based on the certificate of the supplier.  
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4.1.5.1.2 AVAILABILITY AND PRICE IN BELGIUM 

Biodiesel in the form of HVO100 is offered by different parties at different locations in Belgium. Some 

of the well-known distributors are Neste, Total, Maes-oil, etc.  

Neste is the largest producer of HVO and currently distributes HVO through 7 Texaco and Q8 filling 

stations as shown on the map below. For this rollout, Neste is cooperating with Maes-oil, among others, 

which currently manages 3 filling stations with HVO. In the near future, 10 new filling stations will be 

provided, the location of which will be determined in function of the demand for HVO.  

 

Figure 3: Available HVO100 filling stations in Belgium (blue and green) 

The price of HVO100 is on average €1 per liter more expensive than conventional diesel in Belgium. 

The daily price for deliveries from 2,000L of HVO100 distributed by Maes Energy & Mobility on 

05/11/2021 was: 

• HVO100 (WHITE): 2.4620 €/L excl VAT, from 2000L onwards 

• HVO100 (RED): 1.828 €/L excl VAT, as from 2000L 

4.1.5.1.3 REDUCTION POTENTIAL FOR BEL’ORTA 

The table below shows the reduction potentials and investment costs of switching from conventional 

diesel to HVO: 

Fossil Diesel converted to HVO Trucks 

Liters diesel/year 22.641,40L 

Diesel emission reduction  98,42 % 

Scope 1 emission reduction 6,25 % 

Scope 1+2 emission reduction 0,81 % 

Additional cost without CO2 tax 22.641,40 € 

Additional cost with CO2 tax of 
50€/ton CO2e 

19.921,31 € 

Table 8: Reduction potential from switching from diesel to HVO100 

A scope 1 reduction of 6,25% can be achieved, resulting of a total 0,81% scope 1+2 reduction.  
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4.2 SCOPE 2: REDUCTION MEASURES 

As electricity is consumed by every organisation, either purchased or self-generated, a specific scope 

has been defined by the GHG, namely the scope 2 emissions. Scope 2 emissions include the indirect 

emissions that arise when purchasing electricity, steam or heat. Think of the emissions of a power plant 

that generates electricity by burning natural gas. The emissions released from this combustion are not 

direct emissions of the person who purchases the electricity, but the buyer decides on the consumption. 

For this reason, these emissions are described as indirect emissions.  

The same applies to the purchase of steam or another form of heat. This heat was generated elsewhere, 

and it will be taken into account which energy source and which quantity was used for this purpose. If 

electricity is generated on the site itself in a CHP (e.g. on natural gas) or a diesel generator, then the 

combustion causes direct emissions, as a result of which these fall under the scope 1 emissions. In this 

way, a shift from scope 2 to scope 1 emissions is possible. 

4.2.1 LOCATION SPECIFIC REDUCTION MEASURES 

4.2.1.1 SINT KATELIJNE WAVER 

4.2.1.1.1 FILLING EFFICIENCY OF COOLING CELLS 

During the low season, lower amounts of vegetables are stored in the cooling cells of Bel’Orta in Sint 

Katelijne Waver. These vegetables are categorised into different product numbers and qualities, 

resulting in different possible and impossible combinations of products in the same cooling cell. Due to 

the way the logistical system works, it is however possible that products are not stacked efficiently in 

the cooling cells. Because of this reason, abundant cooling cells are being used, resulting in more 

electricity consumption and thus more CO2e emissions in scope 2. 

To make an estimation of these possible savings, Encon received the status of the different cooling 

cells from 3 days (04, 07 and 09/03/2022). Together with Wim Hubrechts, Coördinator duurzaamheid , 

the efficiency of the filling/use of the cooling cells was discussed, calculated and evaluated.  

An example of the evaluation of the cooling cells is given below: 

K1 

# cells in use 10 

# rows availible for pallets 50 

# rows in use 41 

# cells required for # pallets 9 
  

# cells abundant in use 1 

% abundant 10,0 

# rows abundant 1 

Optimalisation # cells required 8 

# cells abundant 1 

% abundant optimum 20,0 

Table 9: FILLING EFFICIENCY OF COOLING CELLS K1 
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For cooling regime K1 (temperature range …), at 04/03 the status is as given in the table above: 

• 10 cells are currently in use and a total of 41 rows are occupied.  

• 41 rows of pallets can be organized into 9 cells instead of 10 cells 

• 1 cell is abundantly being used 

• 10% optimalisation can be achieved. 

However, sometimes multiple rows are being occupied by the same product, while only 1 row should 

be required 

• The amount of abundant rows that are used is in this case 1 

• In total only 40 rows should be used, resulting in a total of 8 cells instead if 10. 

In total, 20% of the cells are being used in excess, thus 20% optimalisation can be achieved.  

When calculated for 3 different days and K0 and K1 cooling scenario’s, the average optimisation value 

is 21,7%. However, this does not mean 21,7% less electricity will be consumed, this is due to the cooling 

process the vegetables: 

• A part of the cooling energy goes to the cooling of the cell 

• A part of the cooling energy goes to the vegetable 

It is therefore estimated that 40% of the electricity is used for cooling of the product and 60% of the cell. 

However, in order to calculate the possible yearly savings and CO2e reduction, several assumptions 

have to be made: 

The total electricity consumption of site Sint Katelijne waver in 2021 was 7.827.713 kWh 

• 80% is used for cooling, the other 20% for office activities, ventilation, forklift trucks and 

others. (Verified by Bel’Orta) 

• 43,65% of this electricity is being consumed during the low-season activities (Calculated 

with data of Bel’Orta) 

• An average electricity price of Bel’Orta SKW of 0,14209 € /kWh in 2021(Verified by 

Bel’Orta) 

• 39,52% possible energy savings due to the reduction of space cooling energy  

(Average value calculated based on Bel’Orta specific data from VCBT received from An 

Schenk) 

Total electricity consumption of SKW (2020) 7.827.713,00 kWh 

Contribution of cooling installation 80 % 

Contribution of low-season 43,65 % 

Electricity consumption of cooling during 
low- season 

2.733.437,38 kWh 

Average saving potential in amount of 
cooling cells 

26,7  % 

Electricity saving potential per abundant 
cooling cell  

39,52 % 

Savings in kWh 287.338,46 kWh 

Savings in kg CO2e 46.261,49 kg CO2e 

Savings in ton CO2e 46,26 ton CO2e 

scope 2 SKW 1.753,41 ton CO2e 

scope 2 reduction - SKW  2,64 % 

scope 1 + 2 reduction  - BelOrta 0,79 % 

Savings in € 40.827,92 € € 
Table 10: FILLING EFFICIENCY AND POSSIBLE REDUCTION 
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4.2.1.1.2  SOLENOID VALVE FOR CONDENSATORS 

The taps of the condensators are continuously open. By installing a solenoid valve with associated PLC 

control, the consumption of the circulation pump can be drastically reduced on an annual basis. 

 

The savings were calculated based on the characteristics of the pump and the dimensions of the pipe. 

SOLENOID VALVE FOR CONDENSATORS 

Current consumption 31.648 kWh 

Electricity saving 21.677 kWh 

Electricity saving 15.824 kWh 

Electricity saving € 2.215 

Saving CO2 2,55 Ton CO2e 

Table 11: SOLENOID VALVE FOR CONDENSATORS 

4.2.1.1.3 SWITCH OFF VENTILATION 

Since the compressors already provide under pressure in the room, air is already being sucked into the 

room. Consequently, the fans are superfluous and can be switched off completely. 

 

SWITCH OFF VENTILATION 

Power 3 kW 

Hours of use 8.600 h/year 

Electricity saving 25.800 kWh 

Saving CO2 4,15 Ton CO2e 

Table 12: SWITCH OFF VENTILATION 
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4.2.1.1.4 REGULAR SEALING OF COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 

The importance of thorough monitoring for leakage in the compressed air pipelines can be seen from 
the fact that in previously audited companies, measurements showed that the percentage of leaks 
varied between 20% and 40%. 

The most sensitive places for compressed air leaks are the connections to the compressor, the dryer 
and the compressed air tank, the fittings in the pipeline network and the compressed air tools. 

By analogy with these companies, we estimate an unavoidable leakage loss of 10% of the compressed 
air supplied, assuming that not all leaks can be plugged. The calculation of the measure was based on 
a current average leakage loss of 25%. We calculate that, by regularly implementing this measure, the 
leakage loss can be reduced to an average of 10%.  

This loss can partly be avoided by making the staff aware of leaks in the compressed air pipes and 
subsequently repairing the identified leaks. Regular (monthly, half-yearly) measurements with an 
ultrasonic detector are also possible (this measuring device costs about 1,500 euros) and may give 
better results.  

REGULAR SEALING OF COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 

Consumption of compressed air 56.925 kWh 

Air leakage consumption 14.231 kWh 

Expected compressed air leaks 5.693 kWh 

Savings in compressed air consumption 8.539 kWh 

CO2 saving 1,37 Ton CO2e 

Table 13: REGULAR SEALING OF COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 
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4.2.1.2 ZELLIK 

4.2.1.2.1 COMPRESSED AIR 

Compressed air is and remains one of the most expensive forms of energy. The reason for this is that 
the efficiency of a compressed air system is quite low. The total amount of energy supplied to the 
compressor in the form of electricity is almost entirely (85 - 95%) converted into heat during 
compression. Therefore, the efficiency of a compressor is only 5-15%. 

4.2.1.2.2 REGULAR SEALING OF COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 

The importance of thorough monitoring for leakage in the compressed air pipelines can be seen from 
the fact that in previously audited companies, measurements showed that the percentage of leaks 
varied between 20% and 40%. 

The most sensitive places for compressed air leaks are the connections to the compressor, the dryer 
and the compressed air tank, the fittings in the pipeline network and the compressed air tools. 

By analogy with these companies, we estimate an unavoidable leakage loss of 10% of the compressed 
air supplied, assuming that not all leaks can be plugged. The calculation of the measure was based on 
a current average leakage loss of 25%. We calculate that, by regularly implementing this measure, the 
leakage loss can be reduced to an average of 10%.  

This loss can partly be avoided by making the staff aware of leaks in the compressed air pipes and 
subsequently repairing the identified leaks. Regular (monthly, half-yearly) measurements with an 
ultrasonic detector are also possible (this measuring device costs about 1,500 euros) and may give 
better results.  

REGULAR SEALING OF COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 

Consumption of compressed air 6.325 kWh 

Air leakage consumption 949 kWh 

Expected compressed air leaks 633 kWh 

Savings in compressed air 
consumption 

316 kWh 

CO2 saving 0,05 Ton CO2e 

Table 14: REGULAR SEALING OF COMPRESSED AIR LEAKS 

4.2.1.2.2.1 SWITCHING OFF COMPRESSED AIR AT WEEKENDS 

The compressed air supply remains switched on after the production hours, despite the fact that there 
is no longer a need for compressed air at that time. During this period, only the compressed air leaks 
are fed and thus all the compressed air produced can be considered lost. This can be avoided by 
switching off the compressed air system (automatically or manually) after the production hours. 

 

Compressed air installation from Sort&Pack 

 SWITCHING OFF COMPRESSED AIR AT WEEKENDS 

Compressed air consumption at the 
weekend 

949 kWh 

Savings in compressed air consumption 949 kWh 

CO2 savings 0,15 Ton CO2e 

Table 15: SWITCHING OFF COMPRESSED AIR AT WEEKENDS 
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4.2.1.2.3 REPLACEMENT OF COMPRESSOR/COOLING SYSTEM 

It was investigated whether it is profitable to replace the oldest cooling system. This would entail an 

investment of at least €100,000. The energy savings that can be realized through this replacement are 

estimated at 10%. This investment is therefore not profitable in purely energy terms. 

 

Replacement of old compressor 

Investment € 100.000 

Consumption of current 
installation 

419.166 kWh 

Consumption of new installation 356.291 kWh 

Savings in electricity 62.875 kWh 

Saving electricity € 8.802 

Saving CO2 10,12 Ton CO2e 

Payback time 11 jaar 
Table 16: Replacement of old SABROE compressor 
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4.2.2 Trias energetica - electricity 

Analogous to the use of heating, the use of electricity can be subject to the "Trias energetica" to 

reduce the emissions: 

1. Reducing or minimising the electricity demand  

I.e.: Is it really necessary to keep a certain installation running?  

2. Increasing the efficiency of the installation  

I.e.: If it is necessary to run an installation, make sure it runs as efficiently as possible;  

3. Replacing electricity generation with renewable sources. 

I.e.: Generating electricity with fuel produced from a renewable source or providing renewable 

electricity installations reduces CO2 emissions.  

 

Figure 4: Trias energetica 

4.2.2.1 MINIMISING ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION 

The following measures can be applied to minimise electricity consumption:  

1. Zero load consumption 

Detect standby consumption and switch off installations when they are not needed. For example, a no-

load measurement can be carried out at the weekend to fully map out standby consumption. Standby 

consumers are consumers that consume a lot of energy outside of operating hours, without this being 

necessary. The specific no-load consumption can then be reduced. Examples are lighting systems, 

computers and screens that are left on, electric heating, etc. 

2. Raising awareness 

Raising awareness is an important measure that focuses on the behaviour of employees. Many no-load 

or other electricity consumption can be reduced by optimising the use of appliances or installations. 

Examples include raising awareness of the use of lighting equipment, but also improving the process 

flow so that electrical consumers can be used more efficiently.   

3. Previously discussed reduction measures 

4.2.2.2 RENEWABLE ENERGY 

The energy we can extract from fossil fuels is finite. We are depleting our earth and the substances we 

burn are not coming back. Moreover, burning fossil fuels harms the environment. If we want to stop the 

depletion of our planet and do not want to pollute further, the use of natural and inexhaustible energy 

sources, such as wind and sun, is the future. 
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At the European level, the Member States have committed themselves to generating 20% of their 

energy from these renewable sources by the year 2020. By the year 2030, Europe's objective is to 

supply 32% of our energy demand from renewable sources. Solar and wind energy play a very 

important role in this. 

Mechelsesteenweg 120, 
2860 Sint-Katelijne-Waver 

 

Solar: 18.619 m² remaining roofs not technically 

supportive enough for PV installations. 

 

Wind: Wind turbines: ca 2015 permits applied 

for, no support in neighbourhood. Small-medium 

wind turbines are only efficient enough at heights 

of +-15m and high wind speeds (region Belgian 

coast) 

 

Z.4 Broekooi 100, 1730 Asse 

 

Solar: 11.853 m² remaining roofs. Own use and 

feed-in balance at this time. 

 

Wind: Plotscan see below. 

 

Leuvensesteenweg 22,  
1910 Kampenhout 

 

Solar: 4.150 m² remaining roofs. Rented 

building.  

 

Wind: Not possible, terrain too small 

 

SKW Kempenaerestraat 

(verpakkingsloods) 

 

 

 

 

 

Solar: Roofs with sufficient load-bearing capacity 

are in maximum use 

 

Wind: Was part of application for wind turbines in 

2015 

 

Tivoli 

 

Solar: PV installation maximum, Bel’Orta no 

owner but free use of generated power 

 

Wind: no support from municipality, no owner of 

the land 

 

Fernelmont 

 

Solar: PV installation maximum 

 

Wind: Permit application for large wind turbine 

on designated site by Eoly ongoing. Bel’Orta can 

purchase power for free 
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Kernielerweg 59,  
3840 Borgloon 

 

Solar: 20.053 m² remaining roofs. roofing 

material is possibly not suitable, study on 

renewal of roofing material and assessment of 

roof structure bearing capacity is advised to 

conduct to asses solar capabilities.  

 

Wind: no support from municipality, no owner of 

the land. See plotscan below. 

 

Kernielerveld, 
Verpakkingsloods Borgloon 

 

Solar: Surface available, recommended to look 

into. In addition, a new hall is being built of 10.000 

m².  

Rue de Maestricht 100,  
4600 Visé 

 

Solar: 2.983 m² remaining roofs. sloping roof, 

orientation not optimal 

 

Wind: Not possible due to present railroad  

 

Meiveld 

 

Solar: 9.100 m² remaining roofs. PV plant is not 

owned by Belorta. 

 

Wind: Not possible due to surroundings 

Table 17: Summary of the solar and wind installation possibilities at Bel’Orta 

4.2.2.2.1 SOLAR ENERGY 

An interesting way for a company to generate its own sustainable energy is through solar energy. Here, 

the sun's rays are converted into usable electrical energy.  

As a result, the generated energy does not need to be purchased and savings are made on the energy 

bill. In addition, the electricity that is used from the solar panels will have an emission factor of 0 kg 

CO2e/kWh for the scope 2 emissions. This means that if an organisation only uses electricity from solar 

panels, the scope 2 would be equal to 0 ton CO2e.   

In addition, the surplus energy that is not used internally is sold to an energy supplier. In Flanders, you 

can count on support under the green energy call system. Under this call system, a budget will be made 

available at least twice a year for companies to apply for subsidies. The level of support requested is 

determined by the investor. The requested level of support is converted into a specific support (€/kWh) 

by the Flemish Energy and Climate Agency (VEKA). In Brussels and Wallonia, you can also count on 

financial support from the regional government agency.  
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The green certificate mechanism provides for an amount of support per MWh produced, the amount of 

which is determined by a multiplier for each category.  

There is much uncertainty in the market about the investments and savings from installing solar panels. 

Payback periods are often presented too favourably because calculations are made from the 'ideal' 

situation and too little account is taken of the reality and associated risks.  

4.2.2.2.2 WIND ENERGY 

Another way for a company to generate its own sustainable energy is to develop and install a wind 

turbine. This converts the wind into usable electricity. This electrical energy can be used for consumers 

that are connected to the internal network (lighting, cooling, heating, etc.). 

There are various options for the development. The best known is the one where a building right is 

granted to a project developer who then takes care of the development, permit, realization and 

operation. The locally generated energy can then be purchased directly at a very favourable rate, thus 

saving on transport and distribution costs. 

Less well known, is the development, licensing, realization and operation of the wind turbine itself. 

Similar to solar energy, the generated energy does not need to be purchased, thus saving on energy 

bills. The surplus energy that is not used internally is purchased by the energy supplier, and the 

technology is supported by green certificates that provide a certain amount of support per MWh 

produced. 

A wind turbine requires a permit. This is not a simple process as it has a significant impact on its 

surroundings and landscape. It is therefore important, from the very beginning of a wind turbine project, 

to map out all possible risks and then use these to work proactively and in a solution-oriented way in 

order to realize the most cost-efficient project with the best financial return.   

To minimise the costs and risks and maximise the chances of success, Encon starts by performing a 

plot scan. The Wind Energy Plot Scan is designed to test a location for its permittability for wind energy. 

On the basis of digital map material, various criteria will be imposed on the location. These criteria are 

drawn up on the basis of the circular, but also on the basis of guidelines from structural managers, 

aviation, provincial policy frameworks,....  

The purpose of the Plot Scan is to map out a number of prohibited areas, but mainly to indicate local 

sensitivities. By taking these into account from the start of the project, problems, and therefore loss of 

time, can be avoided in later phases. 
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Based on a simplified Plot Scan model, the Bel’Orta sitew and their immediate surroundings were 

screened for wind energy potential, identifying the main constraints as shown below: 

 

Figure 5: Plotscan Asse 

 

Figure 6: Plotscan Borgloon 

In both locations, the facilities of Bel’Orta are located in a red area. This indicates that the feasibility of 

a successful wind turbine application is very low.  
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4.2.2.2.3 PURCHASE OF GREEN ELECTRICITY 

Bel’Orta does not purchases green electricity. The purchase of green electricity would result in a scope  

2 emissions at these sites of 0 ton CO2e. However, there are a few side notes connected to this 

purchase: 

• In order to draw up a credible reduction plan, scope 2 is not only expected to be reduced by the 

purchase of green electricity. As this requires practically no effort, the various stakeholders and 

consumers attach more importance to credible and local reduction. It is therefore recommended to 

also invest in, for example, PV installations or to introduce reduction measures that reduce 

electricity consumption.  

• Purchasing green electricity will increase the electricity bill. This is an additional cost. Investing in 

energy reducing measures or renewable energy installations, are usually measures with a certain 

payback time.  

Site 
Consumption 

grey electricity 
(kWh) 

Consumption 
electricity solar 
panels (kWh) 

% self-generated 
green electricity 

% purchased 
green electricity 

SKW 8.473.553 2.689.644,00 24,09 0,00 

Zellik 1.388.186 485.966,00 25,93 0,00 

KAMP 32.881 17.000,00 34,08 0,00 

SKW 

Fortsesteenweg 
44.272 No solar panels / 

0,00 

Borgloon 8.012.361 831.241,00 9,40 0,00 

Tivoli 3.247.168 No solar panels / 0,00 

Visé 589.092 325.062,00 35,56 0,00 

Fernelmont 1.501.117 241.500,00 13,86 0,00 

Meiveld 2.261.448 No solar panels / 0,00 

Total 25.550.078 4.590.413 15,23 0,00 
Figure 7: Current electricity generation, consumption and ratio green energy 

4.2.2.2.3.1 GREEN ELECTRICITY CONTRACT 

Switching to a green energy contract for all sites would result in a scope 2 reduction of 5.723,22 

tonnes, equal to 86,99% of the scope 1 and 2 emissions. 

4.2.2.2.3.2 CORPORATE POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENT 

A corporate power purchase agreement or CPPA, allows an organization/company to purchase 

renewable electricity from other organizations and companies. A CPPA needs to be concluded between 

a buyer and a producer and is managed by an aggregator (intermediary who takes care of the data 

management coming from the grid operator). Since the renewable electricity is purchased directly from 

the producer, the buyer receives the guarantees of origin and the scope 2 emissions will be reduced.  

Important here is that the buyer only receives renewable electricity when the installation, e.g. a wind 

turbine or solar park, is operational. If the wind turbine is not rotating or the sun is not shining, the 

contract automatically switches to purchasing electricity from the grid, which can be either grey or green.  
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

The major difference between a CPPA and entering into a green power contract with the energy supplier 

is that a CPPA ensures the "supply" of green electricity only at the time the plant is effectively producing. 

With CPPA, there is a direct link between the electricity produced and purchased. With a green power 

contract, there is no such link. 

There are, of course, a number of advantages and disadvantages to entering into a CPPA, compared 

to installing a wind turbine or solar farm on one's own site: 

Advantages: 

- A contract is concluded directly with the producer, read; owner of the turbine 

- Wind energy is delivered to the customer on a quarter-hourly basis - proof through guarantees of 

origin and through monitoring of injection data versus offtake 

- When the wind energy is insufficient, the power is supplied by the energy supplier = stable supply 

of electricity 

- The customer takes energy directly from the wind turbine. This energy is of renewable origin and 

has a footprint of 0 kg CO2e/kWh in scope 2.  

- A CPPA can be concluded for a long term (10-15 years) at a fixed price which gives a much 

greater stability in the energy cost. A classic supply contract can only be concluded for a maximum 

of 3 years 

Disadvantages: 

- As with a regular energy contract, one has to pay network costs and levies. The energy supplier 

takes care of balancing, network costs, contributions, etc. The related costs are charged to the 

customer on a monthly basis. 

- The price for the turbine's energy is determined in a negotiation between the customer and the 

turbine owner. (fixed contract for 5 - 15 years) 

- Whether there is a real financial benefit with a CPPA, as with an on-site wind turbine, cannot be 

predicted with certainty in advance. That evaluation can only be made at the end of the contract. 

However, one should see it more as long-term 'hedging'. 

PRICE OF ELECTRICITY 

Although the price per kWh when concluding a CPPA will initially always be higher than the kWh unit 

price of an self-owned turbine, a CPPA is always concluded with a fixed and long-term contract of 5 to 

15 years. This means that if electricity prices rise, the customer can enjoy a benefit. Of course, this 

takes away the benefit of any future falling electricity prices. This long-term fixed contract does mean 

that the conclusion of a CPPA is binding and cannot be taken as a trial for 1 year.   

This fixed contract offers an additional advantage to the wind turbine owner, as they can be sure of the 

wind turbine's revenues for a long time. Entering into a CPPA brings peace of mind to the investor 

regarding the payback of the installation and the subsequently obtained revenues.  

CPPA For Bel’Orta 

In order to assess whether a CPPA is an interesting option for a customer, a few conditions need to be 

met: 

- Only for customers with an annual electricity consumption of more than 1,000 MWh 

- The customer maps out the producer and a CPPA is concluded  
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Today, some platforms already exist that map the demand and supply of CPPA. A well-known example 

is the Zero Emission Sourcing platform of Zero Emission Solutions.  

 

Figure 8: CPPA summarized according to Zero Emission Solutions 

Large contemporary wind turbines of 3 - 4 MW with 2,200 full load hours generate an average of 6 - 9 

GWh annually. For Bel’Orta, this means concluding a CPPA with about 3-4x 4 MW wind turbines. To 

estimate the feasibility of such CPPA, it is recommended to map out providers by contacting known 

(friendly) organizations or having a feasibility study conducted by Zero Emission Solutions. This party 

will fully map out the electricity demand and the necessary capacity and take into account both wind 

and solar energy supply. Wind and solar energy complement each other very well. 
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4.3 SCOPE 3: REDUCTION MEASURES 

Scope 3 emissions include all upstream and downstream emissions in the value chain of an 

organisation. By definition, the scope 3 emissions of a certain organisation are the scope 1 and 2 

emissions of other organisations. Think of the suppliers or customers of the organisation for whom the 

footprint is calculated. 

Scope 3 emissions are emissions over which the organisation itself (in most cases) has no direct 

operational control. The emissions are in the hands of other organisations and parties, so implementing 

reduction measures in scope 3 requires a certain level of cooperation. In addition, when identifying 

these measures, one does not always talk about a certain payback period, because there will be no 

primary energy savings, and therefore cost savings, for the organisation that wants to reduce its scope 

3 emissions. Consider, for example, the application of a sustainable purchasing policy, where the 

footprint in combination with the price of the products determines which products are purchased.  

In the following chapters, reduction measures are explained for the different subcategories of scope 3 

emissions. 

4.3.1 CATEGORY 1: PURCHASED GOODS & SERVICES 

The scope 3 category 1 emissions of Bel’Orta comprise 98,06% of the total scope 3 emissions, making 

it by far the most important scope 3 emission category.  

The fruits and vegetables that Bel’Orta supplies for its business activities are diverse, coming from 

multiple farmers. The scope 3 category 1 calculation therefore includes several estimations and 

approximations, which is sufficient for Scope 3 calculations regarding the GHG Protocol and SBTi, but 

making exact CO2 reduction calculations difficult.  

To enhance the quality of the category 1 calculation in the future, it is advised to collect the following 

data for each supplier: 

Supplier 

X 

Fruit or 

vegetable 

Quality/reference 

number 

Use of 

chemical or 

organic 

fertilizers 

Use of 

greenhouse 

If 

greenhouse, 

temperature 

+ fuel type 

Hand or 

machinery 

picking 

 
Vegetable 

1 
Ref. 21542 

Organic 

fertilizer 
Yes 

e.g. Natural 

gas, 

gasoline, … 

Machine 

 
Fruit 1 

Ref. 523 

 

Organic 

fertilizer 
No, outdoor  Hand 

 

A step further would be to analyse the carbon footprint of the different suppliers of the fruit and 

vegetables in detail. This will be explained in the next paragraph. 
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4.3.1.1 CHECKLIST OF REDUCTION MEASURES FOR THE SUPPLIERS OF BEL’ORTA 

The table below shows the general checklist that can be completed for each supplier based on their 

sustainability report or the information available on their website. 

COMPANY Checklist 

General Information  

• CO2 reduction ambitions in line with Paris Climate Agreement?  

• Sustainable Development Goal number 13 (SDG: climate change) 

marked as material: 

 

• Net zero targets + year:  

• Availability of product specific carbon footprints?  

• Mapping scope 1+2 emissions?  

• Reduction roadmap for scope 1+2 emissions?  

• Mapping scope 3 emissions?  

• Reduction roadmap Scope 3 emissions?  

Scope 1: Direct emission reduction?  

• Use of organic fertilizers instead of chemical?  

• Use of cover cropping or other techniques to increase carbon content of 

soils? 

 

• Use of natural refrigerants?  

• Use of bio-fuels instead of fossil fuels for agricultural machinery?  

Scope 1+2: Direct + Indirect emission reduction?  

• Transition to renewable electricity?  

• Energy reduction and/or certificates?  

Scope 3 reduction?  

1. Purchased raw materials  

• Switch to raw materials with a lower CO2 footprint?  

• Grower initiatives such as regenerative agriculture, MSC, etc. 
 

2. Transport  

• Biodiesel-based trucks or other initiatives?  

3. Packaging  

• Percentage of recyclable materials by year X:  

• Reduction in use of virgin plastic by year X:  

• Percentage of recyclable materials in packaging by year X:  

• Use of mono-materials?  

• Measures to reduce the weight of packaging: Optimisation design, 

thickness reduction,… 

 

4. Waste  

• Zero-waste-landfill  

5. Other reductions  

• Aiming for zero deforestation?  

• Commuting of employees: Carpool policy, possibility to lease electric 

bicycle? 

 

Table 5: Supplier checklist 
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4.3.1.2 SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT POLICY 

Developing a sustainable procurement policy requires a specific approach and cooperation with the 

various suppliers for the organisation.  

Through a sustainable procurement policy, a company uses its purchasing power and influence in the 

relationships with suppliers and customers to improve the social and environmental performance of the 

entire product chain. An effective way to ensure the sustainability of the chain is to integrate 

sustainability criteria into the selection process of potential suppliers. These criteria can relate to the 

company (does the supplier have a CSR report or a clear policy on social, ethical, safety or 

environmental issues?) or to the products or services supplied (e.g. product labels such as FSC, Cradle-

to-Cradle, Belgian Social Label, BREAAM, ....). 

Given the importance of the CO2 impact of Bel’Orta's purchased goods, Encon recommends to roll out 

a sustainable procurement policy as a priority. Possible actions could be: 

• Act on Supply: Request specific LCA GWP values from suppliers of raw materials 

• Draw up a procurement policy with a focus on renewable energy use at suppliers 

• Request information: renewable energy yes/no 

• Analysis: is it possible for the supplier to switch to renewable energy by 2025 (self-generation 

or green energy contract) 

• Act on Demand: inform customers about the footprint of different materials, so that customers can 

make more sustainable choices 

4.3.2 CATEGORY 4: UPSTREAM TRANSPORT & DISTRIBUTION 

This category includes emissions from the upstream transport and distribution of purchased materials 

and services. For manufacturing and transport companies, this is usually a very important scope 3 

emission category. The emissions in this category are caused by different transport methods, each of 

which includes direct and indirect emissions. 

The direct emissions include the burning of fossil fuels for transport by road, water, rail or air. In general, 

the larger the vehicle within the same transport category, the more efficient the transport, the lower the 

emissions per unit distance. The indirect emissions, for example, road building, which consists of 

asphalt that has been produced externally and has caused emissions. Emissions from tyre production, 

car maintenance and so on are also included.   

Bel’Orta: 
sustainable 

procurement 
policy

Act on 
Supply

Act on 
Demand
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The magnitude of the emissions is highly dependent on the method of transport used, the weight and 

the distance over which the materials are transported. The table below gives an overview of the 

emission factors of different transport methods and their average load capacities: 

Transport Method 
Load capacity 

(ton) 

Emissions  

(kg CO2e/tkm) 

Road 

Delivery van 0,5 – 1,5 1,83 

Truck 3,5 - 7,5 0,51 

Truck 7,5 - 16 0,21 

Truck 16 - 32 0,16  

Truck  > 32 0,09 

Rail 
Freight train 

(electric) 
10 ton/m 0,04 

Water 

Inland vessel 50 0,05 

Cargo 43.000 0,009 

Tanker 72.000 0,007 

Air 
Intercontinental 25 1,08 

Intra continental 25 1,67 

 

*These values are from the international EcoInvent 3.6 database and are based on transport within Europe with 

EURO 6 standards.  

4.3.2.1 PARAMETERS 

Three different parameters are important in optimising transport and related emissions: changing the 

transport type, changing the payload of the vehicle or changing the distance of the transport. An optimal 

reduction measure combines these 3 parameters.  

Transport modes - efficiency 

Regarding the energy efficiency of the transport modes and the related emissions, the following order 

usually applies: 

Water < rail < road < air 

Payload 

The general rule is that the larger the vehicle within the same transport category, the more efficient the 

transport, the lower the emissions per unit distance. The condition for this is that the chosen load 

capacity corresponds to the cargo to be loaded, so that the vehicle is loaded in the most optimal way. 

Please refer to the previous table. 

Distance 

If the distance travelled can be limited, emissions can be reduced directly. 

4.3.3 CATEGORY 7: EMPLOYEE COMMUTING 

This category only account for <0,1% of the scope 3 emissions of Bel’Orta. In order to reduce these 

emissions, there are several possibilities: 

• Encourage employees to commute by bikes instead of cars: 

• Internal challenges 

• Offer electric bikes to employees 

• Increase bike use by increasing compensation per km 

• Other options include: 

• Promotion of carpooling 

• Free/discounted public transport passes 
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5. REDUCTION PLAN 
This chapter includes the effective reduction plan where specific reduction measures are planned over 

the next few years. The reduction plan covers a period of 9 years (2022-2030) with the aim of achieving 

the absolute emission reduction target set by the Science Based Targets Initiative at SME level. The 

achievement of this target will be re-evaluated annually and the reduction plan adjusted if necessary. 

The reduction plan is a requirement for complying with all the conditions of the SBTi, and must be 

finalized at the latest 24 months after registration with the SBTi.  

In the reduction plan, a distinction is made between reduction measures on scope 1, scope 2 and scope 

3. According to the SBTi, an absolute reduction target must be set for SMEs on the scope 1 and scope 

2 emissions, which must correspond to the ambition level of 1.5°C. 

The SBTi also stipulates that companies must commit themselves to charting and reducing scope 3 

emissions in the future. Bel’Orta sets an example in this regard since the organization's scope 3 

emissions have already been mapped and will be reduced in the future. The reduction plan of 2022 will 

however focus on scope 1 and 2 emissions.  

5.1 METHODOLOGY AND TARGET 

Carbon reduction measures refer to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, their impact is 

determined according to the Greenhouse Gas Protocol - Company Standard. 

The objective of the reduction plan is to reduce the organization's footprint in according to the defined 

ambition level of 1.5°C. This corresponds to an absolute reduction of 42% by 2030, compared to the 

base year of 2020. 

For Bel’Orta this results in a maximum allowed scope 1 + 2 carbon footprint of: 

3 816,06 ton CO2e in 2030. 

The reduction measures are evaluated once a year and adjusted according to the effective reduction 

achieved. Currently there are no sectoral guidelines available to support this objective, but nevertheless 

it is assumed that the objectives are in line with best practice according to the GHG Protocol - Company 

Standard. 

5.2 SYSTEM BOUNDARIES 

The system boundaries were already determined in the calculation of the footprint of the organization, 

they are described as follows: 

The carbon footprint of Bel’Orta was calculated in detail and discussed in detail in report "Encon-CO2-

2021-00121 - BelOrta – Sint-Katelijne-Waver - Company Carbon Footprint". In this report, the entire 

scope 1 and 2 emissions of Bel’Orta were calculated, as well as at least 66% of the scope 3 emissions. 

The activities that cause emissions can be summarized as: 

• Electricity consumption for: office work, lighting, industrial cooling  and other technical 
installations; 

• Fuel consumption for: heating of buildings, the vehicle fleet including company cars, delivery 
trucks and large trucks; 

• Production and transport of purchased materials and services such as packaging materials 
and all kind of fruits and vegetables; 

• Capital investments that cause emissions such as the reparation of different buildings; 

• Waste disposal and treatment; 

• Commuting; 

• Business travel which was the bare minimum in 2020; 

• Downstream leased assets: the electricity and natural gas consumption of Bel’Orta’s rented 
properties; 

• Energy-related upstream emissions.  
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5.3 REDUCTION PLAN  

The objective of the reduction plan is to reduce the organization's footprint in according to the defined 

ambition level of 1.5°C. This corresponds to an absolute reduction of 42% by 2030, compared to the 

base year of 2020. 

For Bel’Orta this results in a maximum allowed scope 1 + 2 carbon footprint of: 

3 816,06 ton CO2e in 2030. 

5.3.1 IDENTIFIED REDUCTION MEASURES  

 

5.3.2 PLANNED REDUCTION 

Scope Reduction measure year 
% scope 

reduction 

CO2e 
voetafdruk 

Ton CO2e 

% Total 

reduction 

Scope 1 

… … … … … 

… … … … … 

Scope 2 
… … … … … 

Total reduction scope 1 + 2 footprint   … % 

Table 19: Reductionplan Bel’Orta scope 1 + 2 -  2022 

 

  

 Scope Tonne CO2e % Scope 1+2 

SKW - Replacement of daylight domes 1 8,78 0,13 

SKW - Insulation of refrigerant pipes 1 0,28 0,00 

Zellik - Insulation of refrigerant pipes 1 0,28 0,00 

General - Electric cars 1 195,35 2,97 

General - Biodiesel in sweepers, delivery 
trucks and others 

1 53,10 0,81 

SKW - Filling efficiency cooling cells 2 51,90 0,79 

SKW - Solenoid valve for condensators 2 2,55 0,04 

SKW - Switch off ventilator 2 4,15 0,06 

SKW - Sealing of compressed air leaks 2 1,37 0,02 

SKW - Shut down CHP 2 4,23 0,06 

Zellik - Compressed air adjustments 2 0,20 0,00 

Zellik - Replacement of Sabroe cooling 2 10,12 0,15 

General - CPPA/Green energy 2 3.289,71 50,00 

General - additional PV (estimation) 2 686,79 10,44 

Table 18: Summary of detected CO2 reduction measures for Bel’Orta  
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